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Globe Post Lights

Pole Light Park
Globe Reflex
Decorative and blindfree
post top lantern in
differnt heights. Energy
economizing.

Pole Light
Globe Norm
Decorative and blindfree
post top lantern in
differnt heights.

Pole Light LED Globe

Globe in acrylic UV stabilized with 400 mm diameter.
The globe is available in transparent or top black mirrored.
(At higher quantities optionally polycarbonate or 250 or 300mm or opal or smoked finish
available.)
E27 porcelain lamp holder.
With included ballast.
Available for 80w mercury lamp (as bright as 220W incandescent lamp)
or 70w sodium lamp (as bright as 340 watt incandescent lamp)
or compact fluorescent lamp 42W GX24q-4.
For pole mount 60mm diameter.
(Please order lamp and pole extra)
Protection class IP44, insulation class II
LT-2000
Globe in acrylic UV stabilized with 400 mm diameter.
The globe is available in transparent or top black mirrored.
(At higher quantities optionally polycarbonate or 250 or 300mm or opal or smoked finish
available.)
E27 porcelain lamp holder.
For incandescent lamps up to 100W and for self-ballasted compact fluorescent lamps.
For pole mount 60mm diameter.
(Please order lamp and pole extra)
Protection class IP44, insulation class II
Please see also our LT-2000 Park Reflex for higher light outputs with discharge lamps or
the LED model.
LT-2001
Decorative post top lantern in differnt heights.
LT-2001L
Globe in acrylic UV stabilized with 400 mm diameter.
The globe is available in transparent or top black mirrored.
(At higher quantities optionally polycarbonate or 250 or 300mm or opal or
smoked finish available.)
Including SMD LED lamp 13W.
The brightness is alike 100 watt halogen light.
For pole mount 60mm diameter.
Please order the pole extra.
Protection class IP44, insulation class II
Please see also our LT-2000 Park Reflex for higher light outputs with
discharge lamps.
Weight:
2,2 kg

Straight Steel Poles
Glass Fiber Pole for Garden Light 3m
LT-2003
Lantern Light Post Aluminium Lightweight 3m
LT-2004

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.
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Street Lamps Lantern

Park Street
Light Lantern
Avenue 70W
Decorative and blindfree
post top lantern fixture
for HPS sodium lamp.

Die-cast aluminium base in RAL 9006 grey colour (alternatively black or white).
UV stabilized acrilyc transparent screen (on request polycarbonate).
Corrosion, seawater and salty humidity resistant.
Internal louvre compliant with most restrictive standards in terms of light pollution.
Ample aluminium reflecting cap, painted outside in base colour and white inside.
With silicon rubber sealing.
The electrical connection is made via a connector plug for better service-friendliness. The
matching connector is included.
E27 porcelain lamp holder
For mounting on poles with 60 mm diameter.
Requires a high pressure sodium lamp or metal halide discharge lamp 70 watt.
The lamp has to be ordered extra.
Alternatively available as LED version.
Protection degree: IP66
Insulation class II
Dimensions: diameter 450mm, height 418mm.
LT-2010

LED Park Street Light Lantern
Avenue 15W (150W)

Decorative and blind-free post top LED lantern fixture with energy
economizing LED.
LT-2011
Die-cast aluminium base in RAL 9006 grey colour (alternatively black or
white).
UV stabilized acrilyc transparent screen (on request polycarbonate).
Corrosion, seawater and salty humidity resistant.
Internal louvre compliant with most restrictive standards in terms of light
pollution.
Ample aluminium reflecting cap, painted outside in base colour and white
inside.
With silicon rubber sealing.
The electrical connection is made via a connector plug for better servicefriendliness. The matching connector is included.
Including power SMD LED lamp 15W.
The LED can be replaced directly on the mast within less than a minute.
Luminous flux: 1500 Lm
Light color 4000K pure white (at 10 pcs also 3000K warm white)
Light emission: 360 degrees circular
Especially economical - high efficiency of the lamp The brightness is comparable with 50W HQL mercury vapor lamp or a 50W
sodium vapor lamp.
Life span: > 50,000 hrs
Mushroom LED lights do not emit UV light and thereby attract no insects.
The light stays longer clean and thus without cobwebs.
The LED mushroom light is virtually maintenance free, has a very long
service life, only need a quarter of the electricity as conventional mercury
vapor lamps.
The light is comfortable warm, lit evenly and not hidden in the surrounding
windows.
Including LED supply unit.
Operating voltage 230V (85 ... 265V AC) 50 / 60Hz
Power consumption: 15 watts
Integrated power stabilization, which ensures even with fluctuating line
voltage for constant light intensity.
For mounting on poles with 60 mm diameter.
Ambient temperature: -40°C ... +45°C
Protection degree: IP66
Insulation class II
Dimensions: diameter 450mm, height 418mm.
Weight:
4,3 kg

LED Park Street Light Lantern
Avenue 20W (200W)

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.

Decorative and blind-free post top LED lantern fixture with energy
economizing LED.
LT-2013
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LED Street Lighting

LED Street
Light Bell Shape
Decorative Luminaire
with bracket arm for
public garden, city
center, bridge and
market place, etc.

LED Street
Light Bell Shape
Decorative Luminaire
with bracket arm for
public garden, city
center, bridge and
market place, etc.

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.

Economical and decorative LED street light pole and luminaire.
Lamp made of cast aluminum, powder-coated or painted in RAL color of your choice
Frosted or clear PMMA cover with bayonet mount, 400mm diameter
Average life expectancy of LEDs: 60,000 hours.
Optimal thermal management with liquid cooling of the LEDs without mechanical cooling
fan, thus maintenance-free.
Very economical - high efficiency of the lamp.
Dimmable power LED lamp 32W.
Light color: Neutal white 3500K or warm white 2700K
Dimming possible of the entire light, to provide only the required brightness depending on
the installation site.
Adjustable power reduction (half-night circuit) with a slow dimming transition, over second
phase or 10V input.
5 LED segments are arranged cone-shaped to provide an uniform and large illuminating
range.
Individual LED segments can be switched off, to have light emission only in selected
directions,
Thus, each lamp can be adapted to the particular installation site quickly and efficiently on
site.
This streetlight emits no UV light and thereby attracts no insects. The fixture stays clean
longer and thus without cobwebs.
The Bell LED lights are almost maintenance-free, have very long lifetimes and require
only a quarter of the current as conventional mercury vapor lamps.
The light is warm, evenly lit and not shining into the surrounding windows.
Including LED supply unit.
recommended mounting heights 4m to 7m
Ambient temperature -30 °C to +55 °C
Supply voltage: 220V - 240 V AC
LED current selectable between 35mA to 500mA
Protection class I, IP65
Overall dimensions: diameter 690mm, height 635mm.
Conversion of old lights on request!
LT-2014
Economical and decorative LED street light pole and luminaire.
Lamp made of cast aluminum, powder-coated or painted in RAL color of your choice
Frosted or clear PMMA cover with bayonet mount, 400mm diameter
Average life expectancy of LEDs: 60,000 hours.
Optimal thermal management with liquid cooling of the LEDs without mechanical cooling
fan, thus maintenance-free.
Very economical - high efficiency of the lamp.
Dimmable power LED lamp 32W.
Light color: Neutal white 3500K or warm white 2700K
Dimming possible of the entire light, to provide only the required brightness depending on
the installation site.
Adjustable power reduction (half-night circuit) with a slow dimming transition, over second
phase or 10V input.
5 LED segments are arranged cone-shaped to provide an uniform and large illuminating
range.
Individual LED segments can be switched off, to have light emission only in selected
directions,
Thus, each lamp can be adapted to the particular installation site quickly and efficiently on
site.
This streetlight emits no UV light and thereby attracts no insects. The fixture stays clean
longer and thus without cobwebs.
The Bell LED lights are almost maintenance-free, have very long lifetimes and require
only a quarter of the current as conventional mercury vapor lamps.
The light is warm, evenly lit and not shining into the surrounding windows.
Including LED supply unit.
recommended mounting heights 4m to 7m
Ambient temperature -30 °C to +55 °C
Supply voltage: 220V - 240 V AC
LED current selectable between 35mA to 500mA
Protection class I, IP65
Overall dimensions: diameter 690mm, height 635mm.
Conversion of old lights on request!
LT-2014D
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LED Street
Light Bell
Decorative Luminaire
with bracket arm for
public garden, city
center, bridge and
market place, etc.

Economical and decorative LED street light & Column light.
Cast aluminum luminaire coated or varnished in RAL-tone of your choice
Cover PMMA beaded or clear with bayonet closure, diameter 400mm
Mean life expectancy of the LEDs: 50,000 hours.
Particularly economical - high efficiency of the lamp
With LED bulb 33W
The light intensity corresponds to approximately 70W NAV or 125W HQL or 350W
halogen.
Light color neutral white 3500K or warm white 2700K
The LED bell light does not emit UV light and thus attracts little insects. The luminaire
stays longer clean and without spider webs.
The LED taillights are almost maintenance-free, have very long service lives, require only
a quarter of the current, such as conventional mercury vapor lamps.
The light is pleasantly warm, illuminates evenly and does not blend into the surrounding
windows.
Including LED supply unit.
Recommended mast height: 4m to 7m
Ambient temperature -30 ° C to + 55 ° C
Connection voltage 230 V AC
Protection class I, IP65
Overall dimensions: diameter 560mm, height 619mm.
LT-2020

Street Lamps Lantern
LED Urban Park Light Lantern
Ring 60W

Decorative and blind-free post top LED lantern fixture with energy
economizing LED.
LT-2101
Die-cast aluminium base in RAL 9006 grey colour (alternatively black or
white).
UV stabilized acrilyc transparent screen (on request polycarbonate).
Corrosion, seawater and salty humidity resistant.
Internal louvre compliant with most restrictive standards in terms of light
pollution.
Ample aluminium reflecting cap, painted outside in base colour and white
inside.
With silicon rubber sealing.
The electrical connection is made via a connector plug for better servicefriendliness. The matching connector is included.
Including power SMD LED lamp 20W.
The LED light source can be replaced directly on the mast within less than a
minute.
Luminous flux: 2005 Lm
Light color 4000K pure white (at 10 pcs also 3000K warm white)
Light emission: 360 degrees circular
Especially economical - high efficiency of the lamp The brightness is comparable with 70W HQL mercury vapor lamp or a 70W
sodium vapor lamp.
Life span: > 50,000 hrs
Mushroom LED lights do not emit UV light and thereby attract no insects.
The light stays longer clean and thus without cobwebs.
The LED mushroom light is virtually maintenance free, has a very long
service life, only need a quarter of the electricity as conventional mercury
vapor lamps.
The light is comfortable warm, lit evenly and not hidden in the surrounding
windows.
Including LED supply unit.
Operating voltage 230V (85 ... 265V AC) 50 / 60Hz
Power consumption: 20 watts
Integrated power stabilization, which ensures constant light intensity, even
with fluctuating line voltage.
For mounting on poles with 60 mm diameter.
Ambient temperature: -40°C ... +45°C
Protection degree: IP66
Insulation class II
Dimensions: diameter 450mm, height 418mm.
Weight:
8 kg

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.
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Classic Lighting Posts for Gardens and Pedestrian Precinct

Triple Light
Lamp Post
Design 9132
Aluminium die-cast
lantern candelabra with
3 lights, height 250cm,
white.

Material:
Aluminium die-cast, white.
(Other colours on request)
Height
250cm
Protection:
IP44
To use with lamp: 3x 100 watt, E27 (not included),
we suggest energy saving lamp 23 watt.
LT-9133

Decorative Pole Lights for pedestrian precincts
LED Street Pole Light Unique
Lantern

Nice LED streetlight, also for public garden or pathways. Made in Germany.
LT-9300
Very rigid and worthy construction.
Timeless design that fits into the old town, as well as in modern pedestrian
zones, parks and footpaths.
Use: Riding lane lighting, footpath, park, driveway, pedestrian precinct,
bicycle path, etc.
Without any pollution, Unique lights are energy saving and environmental
protective, and they are very suitable to illuminate streets, schools, parks,
villas, courtyards, gardens, and so on.
Hand welded, corrosion-protected with two-component primer and scratch
resistant, provide multi-component paint truck.
With durable acrylic glass.
The light distribution is 360 degree round, to all directions.
Enlighted area aprx. 25m - 30m Ø
The aluminium lamelle reflector feeds the light slightly downwards and
protects against blinding.
With high efficient power LED 15W or 20W
Light output 800 / 1200 Lumen - as bright as 50W / 80W HQL HPL mercury
Light colour 3500K warm white
Functions well under low temperature - 25° ... + 60° C.
Maintenance-free - Lifetime of the lamp aprx. 10 years.
Easily exchange of the LED light.
Operating voltage 200V - 240V 50 / 60Hz
Protection IP44, class II
Dimensions: Tiefe 300mm, Breite 450mm, Höhe 400mm
For poles with 60mm top diameter.
The steel pole 3, 4 or 5 meter height has to be ordered extra.
12 years spareparts availability.
Minimum ordering quantity 4 pcs. Preparing time aprx. 6 weeks
Weight:
5 kg

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.
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LED Street Pole Light Old Style
Lantern 3m

Nice and bright 30W LED streetlight, also for public garden or pathways.
Made in Europe.
LT-9302
Very rigid and worthy construction.
Timeless design that fits into the old town, as well as in modern pedestrian
zones, parks and footpaths.
Use: Riding lane lighting, footpath, park, driveway, pedestrian precinct,
bicycle path, etc.
Without any pollution, energy saving and environmental protective, and they
are very suitable to illuminate streets, schools, parks, villas, courtyards,
gardens, and so on.
Corrosion-protected with two-component primer and scratch resistant,
provide multi-component paint truck.
The light distribution is 360 degree round, to all directions.
Lighted area aprx. 25m - 30m Ø
The LED optics feeds the light slightly downwards and protects against
blinding.
With high efficient power LED 30W
Light output: 3000 Lumen - as bright as 70W sodium / 80W HQL HPL
mercury
Light colour 4000K nature white
Wide ambient temperature range: - 20°C ... + 40°C
Maintenance-free - Lifetime of the lamp aprx. 10 years.
Operating voltage 200V - 240V 50 / 60Hz
Power factor: > 0,95
Protection IP65, class II
Shock proof: IK08
Wind load surface: 0,37m²
Dimensions: Width 420mm, depth 420mm, height 800mm
For poles with 60mm top diameter.
The steel pole 4, 5 or 6 meters height has to be ordered extra.
Minimum ordering quantity 2 pcs. Preparing time aprx. 3 weeks
Weight:
7,5 kg

LED Street Pole Light Old Style
Lantern 40W

Nice and bright 40W LED streetlight, also for public garden or pathways.
Made in Europe.
LT-9304
Very rigid and worthy construction.
Timeless design that fits into the old town, as well as in modern pedestrian
zones, parks and footpaths.
Use: Riding lane lighting, footpath, park, driveway, pedestrian precinct,
bicycle path, etc.
Without any pollution, energy saving and environmental protective, and they
are very suitable to illuminate streets, schools, parks, villas, courtyards,
gardens, and so on.
Corrosion-protected with two-component primer and scratch resistant,
provide multi-component paint truck.
The light distribution is 360 degree round, to all directions.
Lighted area aprx. 25m - 30m Ø
The LED optics feeds the light slightly downwards and protects against
blinding.
With high efficient power LED 40W
Light output: 4800 Lumen - as bright as 70W sodium / 80W HQL HPL
mercury
Light colour 4000K nature white
Wide ambient temperature range: - 20°C ... + 40°C
Maintenance-free - Lifetime of the lamp aprx. 10 years.
Operating voltage 200V - 240V 50 / 60Hz
Power factor: > 0,95
Protection IP65, class II
Shock proof: IK08
Wind load surface: 0,37m²
Dimensions: Width 420mm, depth 420mm, height 800mm
For poles with 60mm top diameter.
The steel pole 4, 5 or 6 meters height has to be ordered extra.
Weight:
7,5 kg

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.
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Pole Light
Fixture Berlin
Decorative classical
lighting fixture for
pedestrian precinct,
market place, walking
way, park, harbour, etc.

Pole Light
Fixture Munich
Decorative modern
lighting fixture for
pedestrian precinct,
market place, walking
way, park, harbour, etc.

LED Pole Light
Fixture Munich
Decorative modern
lighting fixture for
pedestrian precinct,
market place, walking
way, park, harbour, etc.

Street Pole
Light Cabinet
design lighting fixture for
illumination and lighting
of areas like footpaths,
car parks and so on

LED Pole Light
Fixture Rouen
4m
Classical lighting fixture
designed for residential
areas, parks, drives,
arcades, pedestrian
precinct, public garden.

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.

classically designed lighting fixture. height of pole: 3m.
for edison lightbulb E27 100W or energy-saving lamp E27.
please order the lamp separately.
pole: 3m with inspection door.
material: aluminium die-cast.
Lamp bowls made of polycarbonate, ø 300mm.
Available with one or two lampshades.
Polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist.
available colours: antracite (alternatively silver-gray).
protection class: IP43
incl. appropriate ground anchorage hardware.
LT-9350
classically designed lighting fixture. height of pole: 3m.
for edison lightbulb E27 100W or energy-saving lamp E27.
please order the lamp separately.
pole: 3m with inspection door.
material: aluminium die-cast.
Lamp bowls made of polycarbonate, ø 300mm.
Available with one or two lampshades.
Polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist.
available colours: antracite (alternatively silver-gray).
protection class: IP43
incl. appropriate ground anchorage hardware.
LT-9354
for edison lightbulb E27 100W or energy-saving lamp E27.
please order the lamp separately.
pole: 3m with inspection door.
material: aluminium die-cast.
Lamp bowls made of polycarbonate, ø 300mm.
Polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist.
available colours: antracite (alternatively silver-gray).
protection class: IP43
incl. appropriate ground anchorage hardware.
LT-9355

innovatively designed lighting fixture. height: 4.50m. For lamp HQI - G12 70W or 150W
available colours: white / silver-grey / anthracite
incl. low-loss conventional ballast, 220 - 240V
please order the lamp extra,
recommendend distance between two fixtures: 13m
pole: 5.20m (70cm are embedded into the ground)
material: aluminium die-cast and stainless steel
diffusor made of 5mm tempered glass. thermal shock and impact resistant
external diffusor made of diffusing white aluminium plate / prismatic aluminium
polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist
available versions:
with one lamp-head, for indirect illumination
with two lamp-heads, for indirect illumination
with two lamp-heads, for direct and indirect illumination
protection class: IP54
LT-9370
Stable quality, made in EU
Including LED lamp E27 / 20W
Light colour: 4000K pure white (on order in 3000K warm white)
Luminous flux: 2020 Lm - comparable to 200 watt halogen light.
Voltage: 220 - 240V
Frequency: 50 - 60Hz
Pole: 4.00m Steel galvanized + decorative hard foam cover
material: aluminium die-cast
available colours: white / silver-grey / anthracite
lampshade made of glass
polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist
available versions:
with one or two lamp-heads,
Lamp head diameter: 560mm
protection class: IP43
the fixture is supplied with appropriate ground anchorage hardware
The concrete foundation is not included
LT-94R41-2
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LED Pole Light
Fixture 4m
Rouen 30W
Classical lighting fixture
designed for residential
areas, parks, drives,
arcades, pedestrian
precinct, public garden.

LED Pole Light
Fixture Rouen
Double Arm 5m
Classical lighting fixture
designed for residential
areas, parks, drives,
arcades, pedestrian
precinct, public garden.

For prices or orders, pls. contact our local distributors
or GEO-Technik Germany.

Stable quality, made in EU
Including LED board 30W and driver
Light colour: 4000K pure white (on order in 3000K warm white)
Luminous flux: 3030 Lm - comparable to 300 watt halogen light.
Voltage: 220 - 240V
Frequency: 50 - 60Hz
Pole: 4.00m Steel galvanized + decorative hard foam cover
material: aluminium die-cast
available colours: white / silver-grey / anthracite
lampshade made of glass
polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist
available versions:
with one or two lamp-heads,
Lamp head diameter: 560mm
protection class: IP43
the fixture is supplied with appropriate ground anchorage hardware
The concrete foundation is not included
LT-94R41-3
Stable quality, made in EU
Including 2 x LED lamps E27 / 20W
Light colour: 4000K pure white (on order in 3000K warm white)
Luminous flux: 2020 Lm - comparable to 200 watt halogen light.
Voltage: 220 - 240V
Frequency: 50 - 60Hz
Pole: 5.00m Steel galvanized + decorative hard foam cover
Light fixture material: aluminium die-cast
available colours: white / silver-grey / anthracite
lampshade made of glass
polyester powder paint coating which is highly resistant to corrosion and sea mist
available versions:
with two lamp-heads, with 3 lamp-heads
protection class: IP43
the fixture is supplied with appropriate ground anchorage hardware
The concrete foundation is not included
LT-94R52
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